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Endogenous small RNA path-
ways related to RNA interference 

(RNAi) play a well-documented role in 
protecting host genomes from the inva-
sion of foreign nucleic acids. In C. ele-
gans, the PIWI type Argonaute, PRG-1, 
through an association with 21U-RNAs, 
mediates a genome surveillance process 
by constantly scanning the genome for 
potentially deleterious invading ele-
ments. Upon recognition of foreign 
nucleic acids, PRG-1 initiates a cascade 
of cytoplasmic and nuclear events that 
results in heritable epigenetic silencing 
of these transcripts and their coding 
genomic loci. If the PRG-1/21U-RNA 
genome surveillance pathway has the 
capacity to target most of the C. elegans 
transcriptome, what mechanisms exist 
to protect endogenous transcripts from 
being silenced by this pathway? In this 
commentary, we discuss three recent 
publications that implicate the CSR-1 
small RNA pathway in the heritable 
activation of germline transcripts, pro-
pose a model as to why not all epialleles 
behave similarly, and touch on the prac-
tical implications of these findings.

Introduction

Epigenetic inheritance refers to the 
phenomenon in which gene expression 
programs can be altered and heritably 
maintained independent of changes to 
the underlying DNA sequence.1 The 
inheritance of epigenetic information 
is achieved through a variety of mecha-
nisms, including non-coding RNAs,2 

post-translational histone modification,1 
and DNA methylation in some organ-
isms.3 In recent years, non-coding small 
RNAs have been shown to be key regu-
lators of epigenetic information, playing 
critical roles in controlling gene expres-
sion in response to external cues, by facil-
itating changes in genome architecture 
to alter transcriptional programs4 and 
protecting host genomes from foreign 
nucleic acids by silencing transposable 
elements5-8 and viruses.9-11 The effector 
component of all small RNA pathways 
is the Argonaute protein (AGO), which 
is guided to target transcripts through an 
association with small RNAs to mediate 
gene regulatory outcomes.12

In C. elegans, as well as other organ-
isms including Drosophila and mice, the 
piRNA (Piwi interacting RNA) path-
way has been shown to play an impor-
tant role in the silencing of transposable 
elements, such as the Tc3 family5-7 (for 
a review, see refs. 13 and 14). Beyond 
transposable elements, the piRNA path-
way has also been shown to be involved 
in the silencing of potentially deleteri-
ous foreign nucleic acids.15-19 The pre-
dominant Piwi-type Argonaute protein, 
PRG-1 (Piwi Related Gene-1), associates 
with at least 30 000 unique genomically 
encoded piRNAs5,7,20,21 (also known as 
21U-RNAs). These 21U-RNAs lack 
fully complementary targets; however, 
when imperfect base pairing is permit-
ted, PRG-1/21U-RNA complexes are 
capable of targeting nearly the entire C. 
elegans transcriptome.16,17 When these 
complexes encounter foreign transcripts, 
such as those of transgenes encoding the 
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green fluorescent protein, gfp, the PRG-
1/21U-RNA complex initiates the pro-
duction of anti-sense small RNAs, called 
22G-RNAs.15-19 These 22G-RNAs are 
synthesized by RNA-dependent RNA 
Polymerases (RdRPs) and are loaded into 
a set of worm-specific AGOs (WAGO-
1/9/10).15-19 The WAGOs then evoke 
a cascade of cytoplasmic and nuclear 
gene silencing events, including changes 
in the local chromatin landscape of the 
transgene, such as the acquisition of the 
heterochromatic histone modification 

H3K9me3.15,18,19,22 Collectively, these 
observations give rise to an important 
question: if the piRNA pathway has the 
capacity to target and potently silence 
endogenous transcripts expressed in the 
germline, how do some sequences/tran-
scripts evade the silencing effects of this 
pathway and maintain their appropriate 
germline expression profile?

From the initial characterization of the 
piRNA genome surveillance pathway, the 
CSR-1 (Chromosome Segregation and 
RNAi deficient-1) small RNA pathway 

was hypothesized to play an important 
role in protecting germline transcripts 
from piRNA-mediated silencing.15,17,18 
Several key observations implicated 
CSR-1 as an attractive candidate for 
antagonizing the piRNA pathway. First, it 
was previously shown that CSR-1 associ-
ated with 22G-RNAs that are antisense to 
nearly all germline-expressed protein cod-
ing genes.23 Surprisingly, despite possess-
ing in vitro endonuclease activity,24 loss 
of CSR-1 does not lead to an increase in 
the steady-state levels of its targeted tran-
scripts (as measured by microarray experi-
ments).23 Second, using several 21U-RNA 
reporter assays, PRG-1 was shown to be 
required for the initiation, but not main-
tenance, of piRNA-mediated silencing.17,18 
Yet, if the 21U-RNA target sequence was 
flanked by endogenous CSR-1 target 
sequences, PRG-1 was then also required 
for the maintenance of the silent state,16 
strongly suggesting that there existed an 
antagonistic relationship between the 
two pathways. While rare, small RNA 
pathways have previously been linked 
to promoting the expression of targeted 
loci in mammalian cell culture, through 
mechanisms that remain largely unclear.25 
Together, these observations set the stage 
for three papers published in late 2013, 
Seth, et al.,26 Wedeles, et al.,27 and Conine, 
et al.,28 which demonstrated a role for the 
AGO, CSR-1, in promoting the expression 
of germline transcripts.

A C. elegans Argonaute Promotes 
Germline Transgene Expression

In C. elegans, transgenes have been 
successfully used as an experimental tool 
to study the response of an organism 
to foreign nucleic acids and to identify 
components implicated in the silencing 
of foreign DNA, such as those of small 
RNA-mediated gene silencing path-
ways.29,30 In one recent description of the 

Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustrating rna epigenetics (rnae). When a silent allele, such as a gfp 
transgene, is introduced into a strain possessing an active allele that shares the same Dna 
sequence, the active allele becomes silenced in a dominant and heritable manner. the initia-
tion of silencing is dependent on the PrG-1/21U-rna pathway, whereas the maintenance of the 
silent state requires the WaGo-9/HrDe-1, WaGo-1, WaGo-10 22G-rna pathway in addition to 
a number of chromatin factors. (B) Schematic illustrating rna activation (rnaa). In some rare 
instances, gfp transgenes have escaped silencing and have been stably licensed as “self.” this 
trans-activation phenomenon requires the activity of the CSr-1.

Figure 2 (See next page). (A) the “arms race” between the PrG-1/WaGo silencing pathway and CSr-1 licensing pathway. (B) Stochastically, when 
exposed to an rnaa allele, or when CSr-1::λn is tethered to a transcript, CSr-1/small rna complexes can generate a self-reinforcing loop through the 
production of additional small rna complexes. In the nucleus, these complexes can guide the accumulation of active or euchromatin modifications and 
may positively interact with rnaPII to promote gene expression. (C) the greater accumulation of CSr-1 small rna complexes and increased deposition 
of active histone modifications may allow some alleles to stably escape silencing from the PrG-1 pathway. (D) PrG-1 identifies foreign nucleic acids 
and initiates the production of 22G-rnas that are loaded into WaGo-9/HrDe-1 complexes. In the nucleus, WaGo-9/HrDe-1 guides the deposition of 
repressive histone modifications. (E) Some silent alleles are unable to overcome the silencing initiated by PrG-1. We hypothesize this is a result of a 
greater accumulation of small rnas in WaGo complexes and a more stable heterochromatin environment at the genomic loci encoding the transcript.
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Figure 2. For figure legend, see previous page.
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piRNA genome surveillance pathway, 
Shirayama, et al.18 demonstrated that the 
PRG-1 small RNA pathway initiated the 
stable epigenetic silencing of single copy 
transgenes in a process now termed RNAe 
(RNA epigenetics). RNAe is heritable in a 
dominant fashion.18 That is, a silent allele, 
when introduced into a strain possessing 
an expressed or active allele, resulted in 
the silencing of the active allele (Fig. 1A). 
Both Seth, et al.26 and Wedeles, et al.27 
exploited aspects of this transgene silenc-
ing system to explore the role of CSR-1 
in protecting germline transcripts from 
piRNA-mediated silencing.

Shirayama, et al.18 observed that, unex-
pectedly, some rare transgenes are able to 
maintain expression even when exposed 
to silent alleles. Seth, et al.26 expanded on 
this intriguing observation by crossing the 
stably expressed alleles into strains pos-
sessing RNAe alleles, and observing that 
stably expressed alleles have the capacity 
to license the silenced RNAe transgenes, 
in a trans-activating process they termed 
RNAa (RNA activation) (Fig. 1B). Why 
these transgenes, now referred to as RNAa 
alleles, are capable of activating RNAe 
alleles is not entirely clear; however, Seth, 
et al.26 demonstrated that the trans-acti-
vation process is dependent on csr-1 and 
is mediated by the accumulation of CSR-
1-associated small RNAs. Surprisingly, 
even a 50% reduction of csr-1 limits the 
ability of trans-activation to occur, sup-
porting a role for CSR-1 in this process.26 
Importantly, Seth, et al.26 observed that 
not all silenced transgenes are activated 
with the same efficiency. Some silent 
transgenes required a prolonged exposure 
to an active transgene before they become 
fully licensed, while other transgenes 
failed to activate in trans at all.26 The 
mechanism behind this slow transfer of 
activation status is currently unknown, 
but suggests that there could be a gradual 

accumulation of small RNAs, small RNA 
complexes, or chromatin marks that shifts 
the balance of the epigenetic state from a 
silent allele to an active one (Fig. 2).

Wedeles, et al.27 provided mechanistic 
evidence for CSR-1 to act in a protective 
capacity. The authors developed an in 
vivo RNA tethering assay in which they 
expressed a gfp transcript followed by 
five Phage Lambda box b RNA hairpins 
(gfp::boxb) under the control of a strong 
germline promoter and 3 UTR. This 
transgene was integrated as a single copy 
into a region of the genome not normally 
targeted by CSR-1 and its 22G-small 
RNAs. In parallel, another transgene 
expressing CSR-1 under the control of 
its own promoter was introduced into the 
genome. This version of CSR-1 was also 
engineered to possess a Phage Lambda 
N anti-termination protein fragment 
(CSR-1::λN), which recognizes the box 
b hairpins, and enables CSR-1::λN to 
specifically bind the gfp::boxb transcript 
independent of an association with small 
RNAs.

Consistent with observations made 
by Shiryama, et al.18 and Seth, et al.,26 
when an RNAe allele was crossed into 
the gfp::boxb strain, the gfp::boxb was 
silenced. However, if the same cross was 
performed in the presence of CSR-1::λN 
tethered to the gfp::boxb transcript, the 
silencing effect of the previously domi-
nant silent allele was abolished and 
gfp::boxb remained active and expressed. 
Thus, CSR-1 was capable of protect-
ing the transgene from silencing by the 
piRNA pathway. The expression of 
gfp::boxb was maintained at both the 
mRNA and pre-mRNA level, suggesting 
that CSR-1 regulates the expression of 
the transgene at the transcriptional level. 
This was further supported by data dem-
onstrating that CSR-1 is enriched at the 
box b locus27 and its endogenous target 

gene loci by chromatin immunoprecipi-
tation (ChIP),23 and by the observation 
that CSR-1 and RNA polymerase II 
(RNAPII) physically interact.27 It bears 
noting that, although the predominant 
activity of CSR-1 in this process may 
be in the nucleus, this does not preclude 
CSR-1 from acting in other ways to sta-
bilize the box b transcript.

Using this same tethering assay, 
Wedeles, et al.27 recruited CSR-1::λN 
to a previously silenced gfp::boxb locus. 
Remarkably, after a few generations, the 
expression the gfp::boxb locus returned to 
levels comparable to those observed prior 
to silencing. The observation that the re-
activation of the silent allele takes mul-
tiple generations supports the hypothesis 
that gfp small RNAs must accumulate 
and be loaded into CSR-1 complexes in 
sufficient quantities in order to re-license 
the transcript for expression.

Similar to the transactivation phe-
nomenon observed by Seth, et al.,26 when 
the a fully licensed gfp::boxb transcript 
tethered by CSR-1::λN was propagated 
with a previously silenced gfp transgene 
(RNAe allele, lacking any tethering sites), 
the fully licensed gfp::boxb transgene was 
able to activate the silent allele after sev-
eral generations. This observation sup-
ports the hypothesis that gfp small RNAs 
accumulate and are loaded into CSR-1 
complexes for transactivation to occur. 
Furthermore, Wedeles, et al.27 showed 
that when CSR-1::λN and a silent allele 
are introduced to an active gfp::boxb tran-
script at the same time, the silencing of 
the active allele occurs to a similar extent 
as if CSR-1::λN was not present at all. 
Thus, it appears that even the protective 
capacity of CSR-1::λN requires the pres-
ence of gfp small RNAs preloaded into 
CSR-1 complexes, or the pre-recruitment 
of CSR-1::λN to the locus.

While both Seth, et al.26 and Wedeles, 
et al.27 independently provide a role for 
CSR-1 in the licensing or protection of 
germline transcripts, the processes that 
occur downstream of CSR-1 recruit-
ment to a transcript remain elusive. 
Specifically, the molecular changes that 
CSR-1 elicits at its target transgene loci 
or on target transcripts to act antagonis-
tically to the piRNA pathway are largely 
unclear. However, there are several 

Table 1. transgene features influence germline expression

Transgene feature Propensity for silencing

Large tag (e.g., GFP) Increased18

Small tag (e.g., Ha or FLaG) Decreased18

C terminus tag Decreased18

n terminus tag Increased18

Foreign sequence flanked by CSr-1 targeted sequence Decreased16
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possibilities (Fig. 2). For instance, CSR-1 
has been shown to possess “slicer” endo-
nuclease activity in vitro toward its tar-
get transcripts,24 and thus, may prevent 
PRG-1 recruitment by cleaving PRG-
1-targeted transcripts before WAGO-
associated 22G-RNAs can be produced.17 
Alternatively, CSR-1 could simply com-
pete with PRG-1 for access to target 
transcripts (independent of cleavage 
activity) and other available resources, 
such as RdRPs (Fig. 2A). Another pos-
sibility is that CSR-1 is capable of initi-
ating and reinforcing a positive feedback 
loop. For example, CSR-1 could recruit 
specific histone-modifying enzymes 
that establish a chromatin environment 
that is more accessible to the transcrip-
tional machinery, thus allowing for a 
more robust transcriptional program 
and reinforcing an epigenetic memory of 
germline transcription (Fig. 2B and C). 
The transgenerational inheritance of this 
process suggests that epigenetic informa-
tion, possibly in the form of 22G-RNAs, 
is passed along in each generation. The 
transmission of small RNAs would allow 
for reinforcement in each generation by 
further recruitment of CSR-1 and down-
stream pathway factors. This would be 
consistent with the mechanisms by which 
a different small RNA silencing pathway 
in the worm, the nuclear RNAi (NRDE) 
pathway, establishes and maintains the 
heritable accumulation of the heterochro-
matic histone modification H3K9me3 at 
targeted genomic loci.31 Specifically, after 
exposure to RNAi, NRDE pathway small 
RNAs are detected in the progeny before 
the presence of H3K9me, suggesting that 
small RNAs are the primary inherited 
agent.31

Seth, et al.26 observed that not all 
tested transgenes could be trans-activated 
to the same extent or with the same effi-
ciency. Why are some single copy trans-
genes silenced, while other genetically 
identical transgenes are not? The obser-
vation that RNAa alleles are not capable 
of activating every silent allele tested in 
trans supports the notion that an accu-
mulation of gfp small RNAs in CSR-1 
complexes is not sufficient to overcome 
silencing and indicates that there are 
additional components involved in the 
silencing/activating of genetic loci. In the 

instance where an RNAe allele fails to be 
reactivated, perhaps over time, a greater 
pool of 22G-RNAs have been loaded 
into WAGO complexes leading to a more 
potent/stable heterochromatin environ-
ment that becomes increasingly more 
resistant to change inflicted by the CSR-1 
pathway (Fig. 2D and E). Highlighting 
the importance of this chromatin aspect 
of RNAe, several chromatin-related fac-
tors have been shown to be essential 
for the maintenance of RNAe, includ-
ing factors such as the putative histone 
methyltransferases SET-25, SET-32, and 
the HP1 homolog, HPL-2.15 It remains 
unclear which chromatin factors act in 
the CSR-1 pathway to license germline 
transcripts.

Multiple C. elegans Argonautes 
Promote the Expression of 

Spermatogenesis Genes

While the aforementioned studies uti-
lized the powerful context of transgenes 
to illustrate a role for CSR-1 in oppos-
ing the piRNA pathway to promote gene 
expression, Conine, et al.28 provided evi-
dence that the CSR-1 pathway is involved 
in transmitting a heritable memory of 
paternal gene expression established in 
sperm by the ALG-3/4 small RNA path-
way. Previous work had demonstrated 
that ALG-3/4 associate with 26G-RNAs 
to regulate the expression of transcripts 
important for male fertility and sper-
matogenesis.32 While ALG-3/4 were 
initially reported to be necessary for 
downregulating the expression of many 
of their targets32 using both mRNA-
seq and SILAC experiments, Conine, 
et al.28 identified a subset of positively 
regulated ALG-3/4 targets. Interestingly, 
these positively regulated ALG-3/4 tar-
gets were also shown to be targets of the 
CSR-1 22G-small RNA pathway. Using a 
combination of immunofluorescence and 
ChIP experiments, ALG-3/4 were shown 
to be necessary for the recruitment of 
CSR-1 to its target gene genomic loci and 
the accumulation of elongating RNAPII 
and H3K4me2 at these loci. These chro-
matin-directed processes are required for 
establishing an epigenetic memory of 
paternal transcripts. For instance, in one 

experiment, homozygous alg-3/4 or csr-1 
mutant males were crossed with hetero-
zygous hermaphrodites, and the resultant 
progeny that did not receive paternal 
csr-1 were assayed for fertility and further 
propagated. Remarkably, while initial 
homozygous mutant fathers were fertile, 
over multiple generations there was a pro-
gressive loss of fertility, indicating that 
CSR-1 and ALG-3/4 are acting in each 
generation for the male germline to estab-
lish and transmit an epigenetic memory 
of paternal gene expression. Paternal epi-
genetic inheritance is likely due to the 
transmission of CSR-1 22G-small RNAs 
as the ALG-3/4 26G-RNAs were shown 
to be depleted in mature sperm.32

Practical Considerations for 
Germline Transgenes

Taken together, these three papers, 
Seth, et al.,26 Wedeles, et al.,27 and 
Conine, et al.28 demonstrate an impor-
tant role for an endogenous small RNA 
pathway, the CSR-1/22G-RNA pathway, 
in positively regulating the expression of 
its target transcripts. In the context of 
licensing a foreign transcript as self, it 
remains a mystery as to how some trans-
genes initially evade piRNA-mediated 
silencing. Shiryama, et al.18 observed that 
depending on the size and site of inser-
tion of an epitope tag (such as GFP in 
the above examples), different trans-
genes have differences in their ability to 
become silenced (Table 1). Specifically, 
they noted that smaller tags (such as 
Flag), introduced at or near the C ter-
minus of the transgene, were more likely 
to be expressed and to escape silencing. 
Based on the observations outlined in the 
aforementioned papers, it may be useful 
for researchers wishing to obtain reli-
able germline expression of transgenes 
to include regulatory elements (such as 
the 3′ UTR) from “well-recognized” 
CSR-1/22G-RNA target genes (such as 
pie-1). By adding CSR-1 target gene reg-
ulatory sequences to a transgene, CSR-
1/22G-RNA complexes that recognize 
the endogenous copy of the gene could 
be co-opted to the transgene as well. In 
turn, this could contribute to licens-
ing the transgene, mostly by mistake, 
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whereby small RNAs complementary 
to the foreign sequences are generated 
due to the recruitment of CSR-1, and 
possibly, an RdRP to a f lanking “self ” 
sequence. Together, these characteris-
tics may increase the odds of a transgene 
initially escaping the piRNA-mediated 
genome surveillance and allowing them 
to be “accidentally” licensed to enable 
germline gene expression.

Concluding Remarks

Clearly, the ability to differentiate 
between self and non-self is a complex 
process, with multiple layers of regula-
tion and many questions remaining. The 
ability to force an allele from an epigene-
tic silent state to an active state reflects an 
ongoing “arms race” between the PRG-1/
WAGO silencing pathway and the CSR-1 
licensing pathway (Fig. 2). Perhaps the 
indecisive nature of these pathways con-
tributes to an evolutionary advantage, 
providing genomes with the ability to 
acquire novel and potentially beneficial 
information that can be drawn upon by 
subsequent generations.
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